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SACRIFICIAL SUPPORT FIXTURE OPTIMISATION FOR THE CNC
RAPID MACHINING OF MEDICAL PARTS WITH THIN ENDS

Summary
The purpose of this paper is to develop a methodology for optimising the shape of
automated sacrificial support fixture (SSF) design, so as to machine a part with thin ends (like
the hip joint) using a rapid machining process. A sacrificial support fixture is created at the
ends of the part to give support to the part during machining. Finite element analysis (FEA) is
used to optimise the shape of sacrificial support fixture for the machining of a part via
computer numerical control rapid prototyping (CNC-RP). The research work proves that the
optimised design of a sacrificial support fixture has been extremely flexible in securing a
variety of intricate parts having thin ends in the computer numerical control rapid prototyping
machining. For rapid machining, a tapered support is best suited for the part with thin ends.
The limitation of the optimised sacrificial support fixture, designed for an intricate part, is that
it is applicable only to CNC machining with the four axis rotational setup.
Key words:

rapid machining, computer numerical control, design optimisation, finite
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1. Introduction
Computer numerical control rapid prototyping (CNC-RP) combines the CNC machining
with the RP methods to create a functional part in an automated manner using a variety of
materials [1, 2]. CNC-RP is a subtractive rapid prototyping process. CNC machining consists
of three axes, i.e. the X-axis, the Y-axis, and the Z-axis. The machining of a workpiece takes
place along the Z-axis. In order to turn CNC machining into a rapid prototyping process, an
extra axis of rotation is provided using the indexer so that the tool can remove the material
from all directions by simultaneous milling and turning [3, 4]. Rapid planning and rapid
tooling are important factors in turning the CNC machining into a CNC-RP process [3, 5].
When conventional methods of fixturing, such as vises, clams, and v-blocks, are used, it
is extremely difficult for a part to rotate about the axis of rotation. During machining, a
complex manual setup is required to hold an intricate part using traditional fixtures; this
prevents CNC-RP to be considered as a rapid machining technique [5, 6].
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In CNC-RP, instead of adding material to the part, sacrificial supports are added to the
CAD model before the tool path planning and are subsequently created along with other part
features during machining [7]. A sacrificial support fixture (SSF) is applied as a small feature
at the end of the parts which are created parallel to the axis of rotation, as shown in Fig. (2).
In the previous research work, the SSF used had a cylindrical shape. The SSF served as a
traditional fixture and was used for the CNC-RP processes only. The SSF, which can be used
for providing a completely automated rapid machining system, is exceedingly flexible in
securing a vast array of intricate parts [8].
The generalized methodology of machining a part with SSFs using CNC-RP is shown in
Fig. (1) [7, 9]. According to Boonsuk and Frank, the cylindrical supports are robust in design,
easy to place, and have low deflection, but they can be used for giving support to the part with
thick ends only as in the case shown in Fig (1a) [7]. Cylindrical supports cannot be used for
parts with thin ends, such as the hip joint, as these parts have very small contact area, as
shown in Fig. (1b). Therefore, the part with thin ends, such as the hip bone, needs the supports
to be made in a very small diameter. However, a reduction in the diameter of the support to a
very small value will entail an additional problem of the part failure due to bending and
torsion during machining. A cylindrical shape of an SSF cannot be a desired shape for a part
with thin ends being subjected to the CNC-RP machining. Previous research addressed this
issue in the design of optimal shapes of SSFs for each of geometries of parts with thin ends
[7]. This study focuses on the design and analysis of different shapes of SSFs for different
geometries of parts with thin ends. In this paper, finite element analysis (FEA) of the design
parameters of the SSF is carried out for different shapes to get the desired shape of the SSF
for each of the geometries of the part with thin ends. A case study into permissible deflection
and normal stresses of a medical part, e.g. the hip joint, is done using FEA.
The major problem during the machining of a part with thin ends, e.g. the hip joint,
using CNC-RP is to ascertain which SSF shape combination will work for the part so that the
total deflection should be below the permissible value [7]. The structural characteristics of the
desired SSF for a part with thin ends are important as the CNC-RP process involves cutting
forces and the designed SSF should not allow the total deflection and normal stresses to
exceed the allowable deflections and normal stresses produced in the part during machining.
To date, the research work presented in this paper has developed an automated SSF for each
of the geometries of parts with thin ends. Subsequently, a finite element analysis is done to
find the total deflection and normal stresses developed in the part using SSFs. This paper
presents an approach to resolving the complex problem of automatic determination of SSF
combinations that will work for the parts with thin ends. The challenge is that the SSF having
a very small diameter should not bend or deflect while the part with thin ends is being
machined using CNC-RP. Another challenge is that the SSF with a small diameter must work
for any geometry of the CAD model with thin ends without human intervention. This
methodology attempts to simplify this complicated problem of determining what SSF shape
works best for the intricate parts with thin ends being machined by CNC-RP.
The section dealing with the implementation of the proposed method will provide a case
study of creating the design of an SSF for an intricate medical part with thin ends, e.g. the hip
bone [10, 11]. The hip joint part made of stainless steel 316 L is machined in the laboratory
using CNC-RP and an automated SSF.
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Fig. 1 (a) Alignment box with SSFs at thick ends [4] (b) Hip joint with a thin end.

Fig. 2 Generalised standard process for the development and fabrication of an SSF [7].

2. Literature Review
A new concept of rapid planning of computer numerical control (CNC) machining is
presented by Matthew et al. in 2004 [4]. The authors of the study developed a concept of SSF
design for CNC machining. They used 21/2 –D tool path orientation about the axis of rotation and
the concept of visibility of the part using the four axis CNC machining. They concluded that the
SSF design greatly reduced the cost in short production runs or batch processing of the part.
The support structures are created and implemented as small features parallel to the axis
of rotation of the part during machining. The SSFs are created automatically, and they are
used as a fixture [7]. Machining of various parts was done using only cylindrical SSFs. They
did not work on the parts having very thin ends because the cylindrical SSF requires a very
small diameter support.
SSF is a very reliable method of fixing and should be used for small batches of parts,
for rapid prototyping with CNC machining, and for parts with irregular shapes provided that
the results of the cost-effectiveness of the process are satisfactory. [12]. The present study
analyses the use of this method as a function of the number of parts to be produced, the
number of features on the part, the material removed to the final part volume ratio, and the
basic part geometry.
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Research work on the planning of the fourth axis in CNC machining was done to
provide complete surface coverage while machining a part using CNC [8]. The researchers
worked on the issues such as multiple setup operations and stock material management. They
investigated the algorithm for improving the efficiency and reliability of multiple layer-based
removal steps for rapid machining.
Several researchers studied the effect of surface finish of the machined part and they
concluded that it is a function of the cutting tool used for machining [13] and of the SSF used
for holding the part during the process [14]. The flat and ball nose end mills can be used for
better surface finish through rapid machining. Chattering of the end milling tool during
machining was studied by using finite element analysis modelling and stability analysis of
chatter in end milling [15].
In 2015, Osman Zahid et al. found out that the capability of CNC for the rapid
machining operation can be improved by using dissimilar end mill tools for finishing. They
introduced a new layer removal methodology in which an indexing device is used to clamp
the workpiece and an SSF to hold the part during rapid machining [16].
In 2017, Osman Zahid et al. proposed rapid process planning in CNC machining for
rapid manufacturing applications. The authors of the study developed a customized coding
and connected it with the CAD software. They built a customized programme for designing a
machining process of all kinds of parts to reduce the process planning time and the process
planning complexity. Using SSFs and the customized program, they fabricated a number of
parts, such as a femur bone, a toothbrush stick, and a propeller [3].
In 2007 and 2010, Frank et al. investigated the machine setup planning, the SSF design,
and the tool path planning using an advanced geometric algorithm and interfacing it with
CAD/CAM to allow the automatic NC code generation directly from the CAD model [17,18].
The finite element analysis is a widely used and recognized method for determining
optimal process parameters, according to the work done by various researchers [19-21, 36]. In
the studies [22-25], FEA plays a very vital role in finding out various types of deflections and
stresses produced in a part during machining.
3. Methodology
Previous research work was focused on designing SSFs of cylindrical shape for parts
with thick ends to be machined by CNC-RP [7]. The parts with thin ends cannot be machined
using CNC-RP if the same approach of cylindrical SSFs is adopted. Therefore, there is a need
to optimise the shape and the design parameters of SSFs for the CNC-RP machining of a part
with thin ends [26]. Optimisation of the design of SSFs intended for parts with thin ends
requires a comprehensive analysis and design iterations/simulations [27, 28]. The technical
challenge in optimising the shape and the design of SSFs intended for parts with thin ends is
to reduce the diameter of the SSF to obtain a small contact area of the part such that it could
satisfy the maximum allowable deflection and normal stresses produced in the part during
machining. The basic methodology for optimising the shape and the design of SSFs for parts
with thin ends to be machined by CNC-RP will cover the following major necessary areas:
1 Finding the best shape of an SSF suited to the part with thin ends using FEA
2 Determination of the design parameters by means of FEA
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3 Using FEA, finding different combinations of shapes of SSFs designed for the part
with thin ends intended for satisfying the maximum allowable deflection and normal
stresses for the CNC-RP machining.
4 Comparison of different combinations of SSFs and identification of the one which is
best suited to the part with thin ends.
3.1

Material specifications and boundary conditions used for finite element analysis

The mechanical properties of the material (Nandishwar steel) used for optimising the
design of an SSF intended for parts with thin ends are given below ; the Ansys 14.0 software
was used in the optimisation performed by FEA. The research on the cutting force calculation
using the finite element analysis of the parameters designed for the CNC-RP machining of a hip
joint part with an innovative sacrificial support structure as a fixture was done by Ramteke in
2018 [29] and the same parameters are used here for the current study [29-31, 35, 37].
Material used- Stainless Steel 316L
Density = 8,000 Kg/m3
Modulus of elasticity = 2109 Pa
Poisson’s ratio = 0.25
Tensile yield strength = 205106 Pa
Tensile ultimate strength = 515106 Pa
Mesh size = 1.6 mm
Force = 22N.
3.2

Design parameters

The current research work deals with the optimisation of the shape and the design
parameters of an SSF intended for a part with thin ends; the optimisation is done using FEA
for the minimum bending and torsional deflection for the CNC –RP machining. Finding an
optimal solution for the support design is very difficult since by varying one parameter of
support, an effect on the other parameters is produced [7]. For example, by varying the size,
i.e. the diameter of a support, the length of the support will be affected. The design parameters
of the support will vary according to the shape of supports.
4. Results and Discussions
4.1

Shape of a sacrificial support fixture intended for a part with thin ends

Cylindrical SSFs are not applicable to the parts with thin ends as they require SSFs with
a very small diameter which can withstand the force applied in the CNC-RP machining [7].
The research work in this paper defined two different shapes of SSFs designed for the part
with thin ends, i.e. elliptical and tapered SSFs. As both the elliptical and tapered shapes have
small diameters as compared to the cylindrical shape, these shapes can be used for an SSF
intended for the parts with thin ends, as shown in Table 1. The diameter of support can be
reduced to a very small value by using a tapered shape as per the requirement of contact area
of thin ends of the part. In the tapered support, the diameter goes on increasing depending on
the taper angle. The focus in the next section is on the taper angle required for a very small
diameter of the tapered support which allows the maximum allowable deflections and stresses
produced in the part; FEA is used to determine that.
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Table 1 Different shapes of SSFs.

4.2

S/N

Shape of SSF

1

Cylindrical
SSF(Boonsuk and
Frank, 2009)

2

Elliptical SSF

3

Tapered SSF

Front view

Top view

Length to radius ratio for different shapes of sacrificial supports

Supports are smaller than a part to be machined; thus, this research is based on the
assumption that the deflection produced in the part is a result of the deflection produced in the
supports. Different shapes of supports are created at the ends of the part. One end of a support
is fixed to the part and the other end is fixed to the indexer. Supports are fixed on both ends.
A force of 22N is applied at the centre of the beam [29]. During the machining process,
according to the theory of machining for a fixed end beam, two different types of deflections
occur in a fixed end beam, i.e. deflection due to bending (Yb) shown in Eq. (1) and deflection
due to torsion (ϴt) shown in Eq. (2) [7].
Maximum bending deflection with fixed ends is as shown in Eq. (1),

Yb 

F  L3
192 E  I

(1)

t 

T L
4 J G

(2)

where, I(πD4)/64, TFL and J(πD4)/32.
T is the torque applied due to the force F in (N), L is the length in (mm), J is the polar
moment of inertia in (m4), G is the modulus of rigidity in (Pa), D is the diameter of the beam
in (mm), E is the modulus of elasticity in (Pa), and I is the moment of inertia in (kgm2).
The length to radius ratio (L/R) calculated for a cylindrical SSF designed for a part with
thick ends is not applicable here [7]. So, here, the aim is the design of L/R ratios for
cylindrical, elliptical, and tapered SSFs intended for parts with thin ends. For determining the
L/R ratio for different shapes of SSFs, the radius of support is kept constant and the length is
variable. The supports are fixed at both ends; thus the part can be considered as an
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indeterminate fixed end beam model, as shown in Fig (3). After applying a force of 22N at the
middle of the beam, the maximum bending and the maximum tensional deflection in the beam
are found [37].

Fig. 3 Cylindrical support.

After taking a number of iterations with different L/R ratios for different shapes using
FEA, it is found that for cylindrical SSFs, the torsional deflection is maximum and the
bending deflection is minimum with L/R ratios of up to 13; after that limit, the bending
deflection starts increasing and the torsional deflection starts decreasing, as illustrated in
Fig (4a).
The L/R ratio of 13, having the torsional deflection of 57% of the total deflection and
the bending deflection of 43%, is shown in Fig (4b). We use two types of cylindrical supports,
temporary and permanent [7]. For temporary supports, we use an L/R ratio of 12. For
permanent supports, we use an L/R ratio of 6 with torsional deflection of 73% of the total
deflection and bending deflection of 28% of the total deflection, as shown in Fig (4b).

Fig. 4 (a) Different L/R ratios versus deflection (b) percent deflection (%) versus different L/R ratios for
cylindrical SSFs.

As for the elliptical SSF, an L/R ratio of 12 was selected for the temporary support and
an L/R ratio of 6 for the permanent elliptical support as the bending deflection is smaller than
the torsional deflection for L/R ratios of up to 12. For L/R ratios greater than 12, the bending
deflection was found to be increasing and the torsional deflection started decreasing, as shown
in Fig (5a). For the L/R ratio of 6, the torsional deflection is 76% of the total deflection and
the bending deflection is 24% of the total deflection; for the L/R ratio of 12, the torsional
deflection is 51.689% of the total deflection and the bending deflection is 49.61% of the total
deflection, as shown in Fig (5b). The elliptical support has a major diameter and a minor
diameter. This type of support is suitable for a part with thin ends.
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Fig. 5 (a) Different L/R ratios versus deflection (b) percent deflection (%) versus different L/R ratios for
elliptical SSFs.

For a tapered support, the deflection depends upon the angle “ϴ” of the taper. Thus, for
the tapered SSF, first, the value of “ϴ” is calculated keeping the L/R of 6 constant. Then, the
finite element analysis is done on the part keeping the length to radius ratio (L/R) of the
support constant and varying the angle of the taper from 5 degrees to 30 degrees along with
applying a force of 22N at the middle. The results obtained from FEA show that with a
reduction in the value of ϴ from 30 to 5 degrees, the bending deflection starts increasing,
which will result in an increase in the total deflection. For the tapered SSF, the value of ϴ is
selected to be 30 degrees because the bending deflection is negligible compared to the
torsional deflection, as illustrated in Fig (6), although the values of both the bending and the
torsional deflection are very small.
For the tapered SSF, the current approach is to use an L/R ratio of 6 for a permanent
support. The tapered SSF has only torsional deflection and the bending deflection is
negligible, as shown in Fig (7a). For the L/R ratio of 6, the torsional deflection is almost 98 %
of the total deflection and the bending deflection is 2.2253% of the total deflection, as shown
in Fig (7b). For the temporary tapered support, an L/R of 12 having a small value of torsional
deflection and the smallest value of bending deflection is selected, see Fig (7a). For the L/R
ratio of 12, the torsional deflection is 99.02% of the total deflection and the bending
deflection is 0.971% of the total deflection, as shown in Fig (7b).

Fig. 6 Graph of deflection in mm versus ϴ in degrees for a tapered SSF.
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Fig. 7 (a) Different L/R ratios versus deflection (b) percent deflection (%) versus different L/R ratios for a
tapered SSF.

After comparing the FEA results of the bending and the torsional deflection for
cylindrical, elliptical and tapered SSFs, it was found that the tapered SSF has much smaller
bending deflection than the elliptical and the cylindrical support, as shown in Fig (8). The
tapered SSF has smaller torsional deflection than the elliptical support and greater than the
cylindrical support, but still it is extremely small, as shown in Table. 2. Thus, the study
recommends the tapered shape support to be used for the part with thin ends.
Table 2 Results of the bending and the torsional deflection for different shapes of SSFs with an L/R ratio of 6.

Shape of SSF
Cylindrical
Elliptical
Tapered

Bending deflection /mm
0.00040926
0.0017381
6.5610-5

Torsional deflection /mm
0.0010936
0.0055245
0.0015487

Fig. 8 Comparison of the bending and the torsional deflection for L/R = 6 for different shapes.

4.3

Relation between the part and the size of a sacrificial support
The size of the SSF will depend upon the diameter of the part for which it is created [7].
The diameter of the part used is a measure for calculating the diameter of the support. In the
current approach in which the part is considered as a fixed end beam model, the length and
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the diameter of the support vary according to the part diameter and there is a linear
relationship between the support diameter, the support length, and the part diameter, as shown
in Fig. 9 (a) and (b). Using the finite element analysis, a number of iterations for the part
diameter are done by varying the support diameter and by keeping the part diameter fixed
such that the deflection produced in the part is within the allowable limit. Results of the FEA
for the diameter and the length of the support for different diameters of the part having a
deflection within the specified range are shown in Fig (9a) and Fig (9b).

Fig. 9 (a) Part diameter versus support radius (b) Part diameter versus support diameter and support length (c)
support radius versus support length.

4.4

Location of a support

Supports are located at the centre point of the part end such that they are at a “T”
distance apart from the outer boundary of the part, as shown in Fig. (10a) - (10c). Equations
(3) - (5) show the formulas for finding the moment arm T for the circular, elliptical, and
tapered shapes of SSFs, respectively. Thus, a support to be created should be at the T distance
apart from the outer boundary of the part and should be located at the centre of the part end. R
represents the radius of the part in (mm); r is the radius of the support in (mm), and T is the
moment arm in (mm).
Circular SSF: T=R-r
(3)
Elliptical SSF: T = R-r

(4)

Tapered SSF: T = R-r

(5)

Fig. 10 SSF shapes used in the determination of the moment arm T: (a) circular (b) elliptical, and (c) tapered.
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4.5

Number of supports
An even or an odd number of supports can be used on each side of the part. The
maximum number of supports used on each side of the part is 2. The temporary support is
longer than the permanent support. The permanent support is designed to provide stiffness to
the part during machining while the temporary support is used to give support to the part and
to the permanent support. The supports can be provided in ratios of 1:1, 2:2, and 2:1,
respectively, as shown in Fig. 11 (a) - 11(c). A maximum of one temporary support and one
permanent support is provided on each side of the part [7].

Fig. 11 The number of supports to the part in the ratios: (a) 1:1 (b) 2:1 (c) 2:2.

5. Validation of the design parameters intended for a part with thin ends – a case study
of the hip joint

A hip joint part shown in Fig.12 (a-c) will be used for illustrating the steps in the SSF
design. The applicability of the designed SSF to the 4 axis CNC machining for the part with
thin ends will be checked using FEA. The length, width, and thickness of the square bar of
aluminium material are 172mm, 89mm, and 17mm, respectively; the calculated diameter and
length of the permanent cylindrical support are 5.4mm and 16.2mm, respectively; the
diameter and length of the temporary cylindrical support are 8.25mm and 51.25mm; the
diameter of the tapered support (with the taper of 30 degree) at the small contact end is
calculated as 3.496mm and at the rear contact end as 9.54mm; the length of the support is
10.47mm. The dimensions of the finished hip joint part after the CNC-RP machining are
149.95mm*47.089mm*16.68mm.
Supports are created automatically at the centre of ends of the parts by implementing
the designed methodology using C++ and are connected to the Master CAM software for
creating the G code for CNC machining [33, 34]. For the CNC-RP process, the supports are
created automatically at the ends of the part to create the fixture process plans for a rapid
machining process. In the CNC-RP process, the machining of the part along with the support
is divided into three sections which are given below:
1. Left support section
2. Part section
3. Right support section
Thus, during the machining process, the left support section is created first, then the part
section is machined by simultaneous milling and turning, and then the right support section is
machined to give support to the part during machining. After the machining process has been
completed, the part with supports attached to it is created; temporary supports are removed by
sawing or machining, and the finishing of the part is done at that end. Finally, the finished
part is ready for use. Before starting the practical machining of the part with SSFs, the failure
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mode checking is required to find whether the designed SSF intended for the part with thin
ends is suitable. For that purpose, FEA is done using the Ansys 14.0 software to check the
deflection and the normal stresses produced in the part; the deflection should be at/below a
permissible limit of 0.025mm [7]. During FEA, the thick end of the part is fixed to the indexer
by a support and the thin end of the part is fixed to the tailstock by a tapered support. The
arrangement of the part fixed at both ends using SSFs is considered as a fixed end beam
model. A mesh size of 1.6mm is used for the meshing of the part. A force of 22N is applied at
the middle of the part assumed as a fixed end beam model [37].
Three different combinations of sacrificial support structures are created and designed
for the machining of a hip joint part with thin ends, as shown in Fig. 12 (a-c). Static structural
analysis of the three combinations was done to check the permissible deflection and the
normal stresses produced in it. The combination of SSFs giving the minimum values of
deflection and normal stresses are the desired design.
1. Hip joint with cylindrical and tapered supports.
2. Hip joint with cylindrical and elliptical supports.
3. Hip joint with cylindrical supports.

Fig. 12 Hip joint parts with (a) cylindrical and tapered supports (b) cylindrical and elliptical supports (c) three
cylindrical supports.
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Finite element analysis to check the deflection and the normal stresses produced in a hip
joint with different combinations of designed sacrificial support structures.

Meshing of a part with SSFs is done with a mesh of 1.6 mm. The maximum total
deflection and the maximum normal stresses produced in the part are calculated using FEA
with the Ansys 14 software, as shown in Fig. 13 (a-c) and Fig.14 (a-c), respectively. Values of
the maximum total deflection produced in the hip joint part with the combination of
cylindrical and tapered supports, with that of cylindrical and elliptical supports, and with all
cylindrical supports are 0.0012728mm, 0.001934mm, and 0.0016363mm, respectively, as
shown in Fig. 13 (a-c). Maximum normal stresses produced in the hip joint part with the
combination of cylindrical and tapered supports, with that of cylindrical and elliptical
supports, and with all cylindrical supports are 4.1666MPa, 6.5233Mpa, and 4.8763MPa,
respectively, as shown in Fig. 14 (a-c).

Fig. 13 Results of FEA for maximum deflection produced in a hip joint part (a) with cylindrical and tapered
supports (b) with cylindrical and elliptical supports (c) with all cylindrical supports.
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Fig. 14 Results of FEA for maximum normal stresses produced in a hip joint part (a) with cylindrical and
tapered supports (b) with cylindrical and elliptical supports (c) with all cylindrical supports.

5.2

Results and discussions of the designed sacrificial support structure

The tapered support is best suited for the CNC-RP machining of an intricate part with
thin ends as the deflection produced in the part is less than or equal to the permissible limit of
0.025mm [7]. The design of a cylindrical support for a part with thick ends, which is parallel
to the axis of rotation of the part, was developed and the issue of the design of the SSF for an
intricate part with thin ends was discussed in the research work presented in [7]. Elliptical and
tapered SSFs are best suited for the CNC-RP machining of intricate parts with thin ends. The
L/R ratio for the cylindrical, elliptical, and tapered permanent supports designed for the CNCRP machining of parts with thin ends is 6 as the bending deflection is smaller than the
torsional deflection up to the length to radius ratio of 6.
For the tapered support, the bending deflection is negligible and only the torsional
deflection occurs in the part, as shown in Fig. 8(a-b); as a result, the tapered supports are best
suited for the CNC-RP machining of intricate parts with thin ends. For temporary cylindrical,
elliptical and tapered supports, it is suggested to use an L/R ratio of 12. The result obtained for
the L/R ratio for the cylindrical support is validated by comparing it with the results obtained
in the previous study on automated fixture design for rapid machining [7]. A maximum of two
supports can be used on each side of the part, out of which one is temporary and the other is
permanent, as discussed in section 4.5. The machining sequence in the automated fixture
design for rapid machining processes was studied by Boonsuk and Frank [7]. In their research
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work, the authors used the same methodology in the CNC-RP machining of the part. The case
study of the hip joint part is used to check the feasibility and the robustness of the designed
SSF intended for a part with thin ends. The FEA results of different combinations of SSFs
show that the deflection and the normal stresses produced in the part are lowest when a
combination of cylindrical and tapered supports is used. The deflection and the normal
stresses produced in the part are highest when a combination of cylindrical and elliptical
supports is used, as shown in Fig 15. A combination of cylindrical and tapered SSFs is best
suited for a part with thin ends as the deflection produced in the part, according to FEA
results, is 1.272810-3mm, which is less than 0.025mm [7], and the normal stress
corresponding to that deflection value is 4.166MPa, as shown in Table 3.
Table 3 Results of the total deflection and the normal stress in a hip joint part with different supports
attached to it.

Hip joint with different
SSFs

Total deflection
10-3mm

Normal stress
MPa

Hip join with cylindrical
and tapered SSFs

1.2728

4.166

Hip join with cylindrical
and elliptical SSFs

1.934

6.5233

Hip joint with all
cylindrical SSFs

1.6363

4.8763

Fig.15 Maximum total deflection and maximum normal stress for different shapes of SSFs.

6. Conclusions

This paper presents a methodology for the design of SSFs intended for the CNC-RP
machining of intricate parts with thin ends. The following conclusions are drawn according to
the results obtained by FEA:


Reduction in the maximum bending deflection and the maximum torsional deflection
is noted in the tapered SSF compared to the cylindrical and elliptical SSFs. The
accurate CNC-RP machining of the part will depend upon the robust design
parameters of the SSF. The design of the SSF should be such that it should not allow
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the part to bend or deflect during the CNC-RP machining. The SSF designed in this
paper allows the machining of a part with thin ends with minimum allowable
deflection and normal stresses produced in it during the CNC-RP machining.
The FEA analysis results showed that a combination of cylindrical and tapered SSFs is
best suited for the machining of an intricate part having thin ends because it gives less
total deflection and lower normal stresses produced in the part during the CNC-RP
machining.
The tapered SSF is best suited for holding and giving support to a vast array of
intricate parts having thin ends during the CNC-RP machining.
The CNC-RP machining of a vast array of intricate parts having thin ends is made
possible by replacing a traditional setup of fixing devices such as vises, clams, and vblocks with designed SSFs.
Reduction in the time required for the fixture planning and fabrication with respect to
traditional fixing methods is achieved by using the designed SSF for the CNC-RP
machining.
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